We present mathematical methods of computerized tomography, based on an analytical inversion of the Radon transform either in terms of the Fourier transforms or series of orthogonal polynomials. These techniques, so-called transform methods, are discussed for reconstructing electronic densities from both line and plane projections measured either in the two-dimensional angular correlations of annihilation radiation or in onedimensional angular correlations of annihilation radiation and the Compton scattering experiments. This paper is devoted to review all of the papers where such techniques were applied for studying electronic momentum densities and the Fermi surface of solids by angular correlations of annihilation radiation and the Compton scattering experiments.
Introduction
The problem of image reconstruction from both plane and line projections came into being independently in various scientific fields from radio astronomy, geology, physics and biology to medical diagnostics. First papers devoted to this question were published by Cormack in 1963 and 1964 [1] and by Mijnarends in 1967 [2] . Cormack found different mathematical solutions for line projections giving a proposal of their application in multiple X-ray tomography while Mijnarends found a solution for plane projections measured in one-dimensional (1D) angular correlations of annihilation radiation (ACAR) and Compton scattering for studying electronic structure of solids. Cormack's theory [1] and the first Xray tomograph made in 1972 by the British engineer Hounsfield revolutionized medical diagnostics -for which both scientists got the Nobel prize in 1979. In that time there was very fast development of various mathematical techniques of computerized tomography [3] [4] [5] [6] as well as other techniques of medical diagnostics such as positron emission tomography (PET) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).
(1417) Yet earlier, the above mathematical questions were solved generally in 1917 by Radon [7] , who considered a real function ρ(p) in the N -dimensional space R N and its integrals over (N −1)-dimensional hyperplanes. Radon solved the following equation:
named the Radon transform of ρ(p). ζ is a unit vector in R N along r, where r is the perpendicular distance of the hyperplane from the origin of the coordinate system. The equation r = ζ · p defines the (N − 1)-dimensional hyperplane. The original solution found by Radon (inverse transform being an integral of (N − 1) derivative of g) has many applications to partial differential equations [8] .
In most experiments data are collected in such a way that the reconstruction of a 3D density from line projections can be reduced to a set of reconstructions of 2D densities, performed independently on succeeding parallel planes. This corresponds to the Radon transform with N = 2, while N = 3 corresponds to the reconstruction of 3D density from plane projections.
All reconstruction techniques can be classified into two different categories: 1. series expansion methods [9] , 2. transform methods [10] . Series expansion reconstruction methods, known as algebraic techniques, iterative algorithms or optimization theory methods (e.g. quadratic or entropy optimization and Bayesian analysis) are based on the discretization of Eq. (1) at the beginning -instead of the line integral, a finite sum is considered. Transform methods consist in the analytical inversion of the Radon transform -here final results are "discretized" in the sense that the reconstructed function ρ is determined for some finite set of points.
In this paper we present transform methods for the image reconstruction from 1D and 2D projections and corresponding solutions for N = 3 giving a review of most papers where such techniques have been applied for studying electronic (or electron-positron) momentum densities and the Fermi surface of solids by 1D ACAR, 2D ACAR and Compton scattering experiments where from 1D spectra either fully 3D or 2D electron densities were reconstructed.
Orthogonal polynomial methods
Both functions g and ρ can be expanded into spherical harmonics S l defined on R N :
As was found by Deans [5] , radial functions g and ρ are the Gegenbauer transform pair, i.e.
where The singularity in Eq. (5) (as well as an estimation of derivative of the experimental quantity burdened with statistical noise) makes its application in numerical calculations difficult. This can be circumvented if g is expanded into such orthogonal polynomials that ρ is given as a series of other orthogonal polynomials, i.e. Eqs. (4), (5) are solved analytically. Here two different sets of orthogonal polynomials can be used.
Gegenbauer and Jacobi polynomials
The first set of polynomials is proposed by Luis [11] . If
(with λ > N/2 − 1), then the radial parts of a density are given as follows:
where P α,β k are the Jacobi polynomials and the coefficients c(N, λ, k, l) read as
For N = 2 and λ = 1,
(Chebyshev 2nd kind and Zernike polynomials, respectively) which is the result derived by Cormack [1] . Cormack's method (CM), adopted for symmetry systems [12] , has been applied many times for reconstructing electron-positron momentum densities from 2D ACAR data [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] as well as for reconstructing line dimensions of the Fermi surface from Compton scattering profiles (i.e. conversion: from 1D to 2D) [29] [30] [31] [32] .
For N = 3 (plane integrals) the Gegenbauer transform reduces to the Legendre transform, and choosing λ = N/2 Luis formulae become [33] :
and
Such a technique [33] up to now has been applied to reconstructing electron densities from the Compton scattering spectra in yttrium [34] , Cu 0.1 Al 0.9 [35] , and to the shape-memory alloy Ni 0.62 Al 0.38 [36] .
Solution in terms of Hermite (H) and Laguerre (L) polynomials
The second set of polynomials are
Such a set of polynomials for N = 2 was firstly derived by Cormack [1] and for N = 3 noticed by Mijnarends [2] who (due to poor computer abilities in 1967) proposed quite another solution by using a Fourier-Hankel transform to Eq. (4). Mijnarends' method has been applied many times to 1D ACAR data [37] and Compton scattering profiles [38] . The above solution (Eq. (9)) for N = 3 (µ = 1/2) was next proposed by Reiter and Silver [39] (and also in Ref. [40] ) and employed to neutron scattering experiments [41, 42] .
Fourier transform (FT) methods
In the FT techniques [43] one calculates the 1D FT of a measured spectrum g:
getting in this way either 2D or 3D FT of ρ(p) for N = 2 and N = 3, respectively. Next, the reconstructed density is evaluated from the inverse FT. For line projections it could be written in the form
where
As shown by Brooks and Di Chiro [3] , two integrals given by Eqs. (10) and (12) can be reduced to one integral and further replaced by the following summation:
over all j's for which i − j is odd, where ∆s denotes the distance between exper-imental points. This method, applied to first 2D ACAR measurements [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , is named filtered back projection (FBP) with a reference to the back projection operation (e.g. [43] ) where
It was generally supposed that Fourier transform methods need a knowledge of many projections [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , whereas, as shown in the paper [12] , the CM allows to reconstruct ρ(p) basing on a small number of measured spectra. It was explained in the paper [50] where we showed that the necessity of integration with a small ∆ϕ (Eq. (11)) is not equivalent to the knowledge of a great number of projections. In positron annihilation experiments it is sufficient to measure a few projections and introduce the angular interpolation (Eqs. (2), (3)) either to experimental data or to the function W (s, ϕ). A knowledge of radial components W n allows to estimate W (s, ϕ) for arbitrary angle ϕ, so to perform the integration in Eq. (9) with an arbitrarily small ∆ϕ. Such a method was applied (parallel with the CM) in the papers [17, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . There is also another possibility. Introducing the angular interpolation into F (q, ϕ) eliminates the integration over the angle ϕ and integrals (10), (11) become (e.g. [43] ):
where J n denotes the Bessel function of the first kind of the order n and
g n (r) cos(2πrq)dp,
with g n and ρ n defined in Eqs. (2), (3) . Such a procedure, called the FourierBessel (F-B) method, was applied to reconstruct 2D densities from 2D ACAR data [51] and 3D densities from 1D Compton profiles [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] (for 3D space |q| in Eq. (11) should be replaced by q 2 ). Some modification of the F-B method (expansion of radial components in a series of Gaussian-based function) was proposed in Ref. [57] . However, because calculations of the Bessel functions of a higher order make some difficulties, lately the direct FT (instead of F-B) algorithm [58] has been used both to 2D ACAR [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] as well as to 1D Compton profiles reconstructing either fully 3D densities [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] or 2D ones [70] [71] [72] [73] . Such techniques involving both fast FT algorithm as well as different ways of interpolations were elaborated by many authors, see e.g. [74] .
When measured 2D spectra are not collected in such a way that the reconstruction of a 3D density from its 2D projections can be reduced to a set of reconstructions of 2D densities, performed independently on parallel planes, one can use e.g. the Pecora method [75] . In this technique, applied in papers [76] [77] [78] [79] , one calculates the 1D FT of measured 2D spectra which represent the 3D FT of the 3D density. By expanding FT into the lattice harmonics, one reconstructs the 3D density according to the Fourier-Bessel method proposed for plane pro- 1D CP ⇒ 2D densities CM [29] [30] [31] [32] DFT [70] [71] [72] [73] 1D NS ⇒ 3D densities HP [41, 42] jections [52, 53] . This method is equivalent to the following procedure. For each of 2D spectrum one can estimate some number of 1D spectra g(p z ) for different directions p z applying either the Fourier-Bessel method or another algorithm for reconstructing densities from plane projections. We apply such a procedure with using the Jacobi polynomials technique (Eq. (8)) in the papers [33, 34] . Having twelve 2D ACAR spectra for Gd [46] , we reconstructed ρ(p) applying Cormack's method [1] . Next, we created 1D ACAR profiles, performing the reconstruction using the Jacobi polynomial technique. In this way we made a test of the proposed technique as well we studied the question which projections should be measured in the Compton experiment in order to reconstruct densities most efficiently [33] . The same procedures were applied to 2D ACAR data in yttrium before performing the high resolution Compton scattering experiment in this metal in order to decide which profiles should be measured [34] . In the case of line projections the best solution is to perform the reconstruction of 2D densities ρ(p) independently of parallel planes. Having them, in the case of cubic structures, one can either make a symmetrization or use a filtering procedure as applied to LaB 6 [24] (detailed description is given in [80] ).
Summary
We found about 90 papers where different reconstruction techniques were applied to study electron momentum densities from 1D ACAR, 2D ACAR, 1D
Compton (or neutron) scattering experimental spectra. These techniques belong to transform methods except of the maximum entropy algorithm [81] , applied to 1D Compton profiles [82, 83] . This algorithm, which belongs to series expansion methods (see [9] and references therein) and is known as an algebraic technique, was proposed for image reconstruction starting from 1979 [84] . This is summarized in Table, where the following abbreviations are used: CM -Cormack method (with orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials) [1, 12] ; DFT -direct Fourier transform [58, 74] ; FBP -filtered back projection [3] using Eq. (13); F-B -Fourier Bessel [52, 53] ; HP -Hermite polynomials [39] ; JPJacobi polynomials [33] ; ME -maximum entropy [81, 84] ; MFBP -modified FBP [50] ; MM -Mijnarends' method [2] ; PM -Pecora method [75] .
This paper makes a first step towards an overview paper where we will give information about investigated materials and main results of papers quoted in Table. We will also discuss an optimal strategy of corresponding measurements, i.e. 1 -how many projections and which ones should be measured; 2 -which reconstruction technique is the most efficient for such kind of studies as well as 3 -distribution of the experimental noise and 4 -a way of data improvement (consistency conditions, deconvoluting and filtering procedures). Some of these questions are discussed in Refs. [52, 85] .
